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	Sales Promotion: How to Create, Implement and Integrate Campaigns that Really Work, 9780749457044 (074945704X), Kogan Page, 2010

	
		Sales promotion is one of the most powerful weapons available to sales and marketing staff, and is used more than any other type of marketing- because it works. Almost 60% of sonsumers regularly take advantage of some form of sales promotion each month.

	
		Packed with practical examples as well as new and updated case studies, the fifth edition details new developments in sales promotion, exploring the ways in which it can be used in conjunction with new media such as interactive TV, web-based advertising and mobile marketing. Sale Promotion also highlight the tried and tested mnethods that companies use to stay ahead, revealing the winning offers that gain new customers and keep existing ones happy. Topics covered include: sales promotion and the customer; the purpose of sales promotion; what sales promotion can do; how to use different techniques, including joint promotions and of-the-shelf offers; how to be creativem how to use suppliers, how to implement a promotion; marketing accountability and research and international sales promotions.

	
		This edition of Sales Promotion is a core text for ISP diploma, and the author has utilized graduate feedback to make the fifth edition relevant to students- each chapter features an interactive self-study question-and-feedback section- while still maintaining it as a potent tool for the practitioner. Whether your company is a small start-up or an international business, Sales Promotion is essential for all those who want to get ahead and stay ahead of their competitors, even during difficult economic climates.
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Advances in Network and Distributed Systems Security (IFIP International Federation for Information Processing)Springer, 2002
The more our society relies on electronic forms of  communication, the more the security of these communication networks  is essential for its well-functioning. As a consequence, research on  methods and techniques to improve network security is extremely  important. 
  Topics in this volume include the latest developments in: 


...

		

Current Medical Diagnosis and Treatment 2008McGraw-Hill, 2008
The ultimate clinical companion: know what the experts know -- and make it part of your practice!
In this trusted text, you'll find the most current insights into symptoms, signs, epidemiology, etiology, and treatment for over 1,000 diseases and disorders. Turn to any topic, and you'll find on-the-spot answers to your questions...


		

Accounting (Available Titles CengageNOW)South-Western College, 2006

	Understand what accounting is all about and its evolving role in business with Warren and Reeve's ACCOUNTING, the most successful higher education accounting text of all time. You'll use the preparation of financial statements as a framemark work for understand accounting and concepts and in the rocess you'll see how to use...





	

Windows PowerShell in Action, Second EditionManning Publications, 2011

	Well, it’s been a wild ride since the first edition of this book was released. At that
	time, PowerShell had just shipped and had a fairly limited scope of influence. Things
	have changed a lot. PowerShell now ships in the box with Windows (at least Windows
	7 and Server 2008 R2). The number of PowerShell users is now in the hundreds...


		

Mastering Functional Programming: Functional techniques for sequential and parallel programming with ScalaPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn how functional programming can help you in deploying web servers and working with databases in a declarative and pure way

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn functional programming from scratch
	
			Program applications with side effects in a pure way
	
			Gain expertise in...




		

Reconstruction Era: Almanac Edition 1. (U X L Reconstruction Era Reference Library)Gale, 2004
Doody Enterprises : "One insert box in this volume contains a "Letter from a Former Slave" that appeared in a Cincinnati newspaper on Aug. 7, 1865. It would be interesting to have students consider if this is a real letter dictated by a former slave or the creation of a journalist trying to sell newspapers who may have...
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